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Volcano Community Association (VCA) Mission Statement
To improve and protect the quality of life in Volcano, County and State of Hawaii, on behalf of all residents of the area. To pro-
mote the social and educational advancement, increase recreational opportunities, ensure health, protect natural environment,

and develop community spirit. Also, it will undertake any consonant project the community may be moved to assign to it.
However, it will remain nonpartisan and nonsectarian.
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In the September 2019 issue of
The Voice, I wrote an article

about how the Rapid ̀ Ōhi`a Death
(ROD) fungi require injuries to
enter and infect `ōhi`a trees, the
most abundant native tree in
Hawai`i and the ecological key-
stone species in most native
Hawaiian ecosystems. I included
a photograph of a driveway in
Volcano cleared by machinery
and I predicted that `ōhi`a would
soon start dying in nearby areas.
The moral of the story was this:  If
you want to protect your `ōhi`a
trees, keep them free of injuries,
including their roots, which are
found near the soil surface and
can extend far from the tree.
Sadly, we now have examples
demonstrating why I advised
avoiding injury.

As I predicted, it happened: at
least four `ōhi`a trees along or
near that new driveway showed
signs of ROD three months ago. (It
takes about a year for infected
trees to show signs of mortality
such as rapid browning and loss
of leaves on major branches or
throughout the crown.) I took
samples of sawdust from the sus-
pect ROD trees to the Pacific Basin
Agricultural Research Center
(PBARC) in Hilo where they con-
duct research on ROD. The
PBARC lab tested the samples for
the ROD fungus and found that
the sampled trees were indeed in-
fected. In November additional
trees along that driveway were
showing signs of ROD (see photo).  

Why hasn’t ROD spread as
quickly in other places? For exam-
ple, in similar-aged rainforest in-
side Hawai`i Volcanoes National
Park at the summit of Kīlauea, just
one tree (at last report) had tested
positive for ROD. I suspect one of
the main differences is that the
Park Service is not injuring its
trees and tree roots with machin-
ery in clearing operations. Of
course, there are natural injuries
in both locations from trees falling
and branches breaking in the
wind. However, these kinds of in-
juries seem less damaging than
machine clearing.  

So, what can you do to minimize
injuries to `ōhi`a? Most of the 125
documented cases of ROD in Vol-
cano so far are associated with
mechanical clearing and excavat-
ing; thus, an important step is to
minimize machine clearing in the
forest on your property. Also,
clear tibouchina and other inva-
sive plants by hand clearing and
use of herbicides, rather than with
machine clearing. Another way to
protect ̀ ōhi`a is that if you have to
prune or cut an `ōhi`a, apply
pruning seal to the wound. (I
bought pruning seal at Garden Ex-
change; it comes in a spray can.)
Be aware that pruning seal is not
one hundred percent effective
against ROD; it will keep out fun-
gal spores but not burrowing in-
sects that can introduce the
fungus. If you have a ROD-in-
fected tree, the best way to reduce
spore dispersal from that tree is to

cut it down and cover it with a
tarp or plastic for at least six
months, if it can be felled without
injuring other `ōhi`a.  

Detailed information about ROD
and what to do with ROD-in-
fected trees can be found at
www.rapidohiadeath.org. The “Fre-
quently Asked Questions” section
is especially informative. If you
have suspect ROD trees, you can
contact me at 808-769-7258 (text or
call) or volcanoplantguy@gmail.com.
I will come and look at your sus-
pect ROD tree and extract a sam-
ple of wood for testing if
necessary. 

submitted by Tim Tunison

Injured `Ōhi`a Trees ARE Killed by the ROD Fungi

Four `ōhi`a trees, recently killed by the
ROD fungus, follow the path of a newly
created driveway. Some trees still have a
partial canopy of all brown leaves.
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Pickleball is the fastest growing sport in America. One retirement com-
munity in Florida has 120 courts! Imagine a baseball sized whiffle ball

(plastic with holes) that you hit with a big ping pong paddle over a low ten-
nis net on a court that is ⅓ the size of tennis. With elements of badminton,
tennis, volleyball and ping-pong, it gives you a great workout playing dou-
bles without the injuries. People from age 8 to 80 enjoy it and in Volcano,
after only 4 months, we have 20 seniors in our hui.

I am truly addicted! When I play, time stands still. When finished, I’m tired and happy. It’s a terrific workout
while you’re having a great time. It’s a way to exercise, socialize and keep sharp, mentally. Seniors are especially
drawn to it, but it’s fun for all generations. We have more women than men, and the women play just as well, if
not better! 

I teach a County sponsored seniors class Tuesdays from 10 to Noon at the covered skate park by the Cooper Cen-
ter, rain or shine. The cost is $10 for 10 weeks. Open play is scheduled Tues and Wed 10-1. We ask for a $1 daily
donation to buy equipment. We can supply you with paddles and balls. You just need to wear court shoes and
bring drinking water.

On Saturdays, we play in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park on the tennis courts in Kilauea Military Camp (KMC),
weather permitting. We have 3 courts at the skate park and 4 courts at KMC. On August 24th, we held a Round
Robin at KMC and 32 players from Volcano, Kailua-Kona, Ocean View, Pahala, Hilo and Oahu came to enjoy
the festivities.

If you have enjoyed tennis, badminton, or table tennis, you will love pickleball. Please join us- you’ll be glad you
did! We love to have fun! For more information, please email me, Jim Buck at kilaueajimmy@gmail.com.

Pickleball...a Sweet Sport With a Sour Name

There are 4 pickleball courts at KMC.


